My Pet Cat

Tom has a pet.  
His pet is a cat.  
His cat is orange and white.  
His cat has a name.  
Its name is Flash.

Flash is a boy cat.  
Flash has four legs.  
Flash has a long tail.  
Flash can run fast.  
Flash can climb trees.  
Flash can catch mice.

Tom feeds his cat.  
Flash eats many foods.  
Flash eats dry cat food.  
Flash eats canned cat food.  
Flash drinks milk.

Tom loves his cat.
My Pet Cat

Use the information in the story to answer the questions below.

1. FILL IN THE BLANK: His pet is a _________.
   A. Cow
   B. Horse
   C. Cat
   D. Dog

2. FILL IN THE BLANK: Flash has a long _________.
   A. Face
   B. Legs
   C. Ears
   D. Tail

3. FILL IN THE BLANK: Its name is _________.
   A. Cinnamon
   B. Whitey
   C. Mr. Whiskers
   D. Flash

4. YES OR NO: Does Flash eat canned cat food?
   A. Yes
   B. No

5. YES OR NO: Does Flash drink milk?
   A. Yes
   B. No
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